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In this paper, the effect of an external non-uniform magnetic field on forced
convective heat transfer of magnetite nanofluid (ferrofluid) in a heated channel is studied
numerically. The main goal is to emphasize the importance of magnetic field location and
investigate the possibility of heat transfer enhancement by finding the optimum location of
magnetic field source.It is observed that the magnetic field results in creation of
recirculation zones which affect the thermal boundary layer thickness and Nusselt
number. Results show that the effect of magnetic field location on the heat transfer is
completely dependent on the thermal boundary condition. It is also shown that the flow
and temperature fields can be manipulated by application of multiple magnetic field
sources. Using genetic algorithm (GA), an optimum arrangement for locations of eight
magnetic field sources is obtainedresulting in a27% heat transfer enhancement compared
to the case of no magnetic field.
Keywords: Heat transfer; Forced convection, Ferrofluid, Mini channel, Magnetic field, Optimization,
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H
i,j
L
m
M
Nu

T
t
u,v
W

magnetic flux density (T)
specific heat (J/kgK)
magnetic body force (N)
magnetic field (A/m)
unit vectors (horizontal , vertical)
channel length (m)
strength of the magnetic field, (Am)
magnetization (A/m)
Nusselt number
Pressure(Pa)
Prantdl number ( = ⁄ )
radial direction (m)
Temperature (K)
Time (s)
scalar magnetic potential
fluid velocities (horizontal , vertical, m/s)
channel height (m)
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,
x,y

locations of a single line dipole, m
Cartesian coordinates(horizontal , vertical,m)
thermal diffusivity ( / )
volumetric expansion coefficient ( / )
viscous dissipation
dynamic viscosity ( /
)
magnetic permeability invacuum (
×
density ( / )
polar angle (rad)
magnetic susceptibility

)

Subscripts
ref
reference condition
at reference temperature (300 K)
H
related to heated inlet
m
mean value

Introduction
Ferrofluid is a colloidal liquid made of nanoscale
magnetic particles suspended in a carrierliquid
typically water or oil [1]. It becomes strongly
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magnetized in the presence of an external magnetic
field. Thus, it is possible to alter the ferrofluid flow
field and temperature distribution, increase flow
mixing, disturb the thermal boundary layer and
consequently improve the heat transfer rate. Due to
this distinguished characteristic, ferrofluid has been
utilized in several applications such as micro-scale
heat exchangers in MEMS devices, bioengineering,
aerospace, and electronic cooling of spacecraft devices
in microgravity condition [2-4].
One of the most serious problems in designing
spacecraft equipments is reliable heat removal in low
and micro-gravity conditions. Due to the lack of
gravity, conventional coolants cannot be circulated
around the heat dissipating devices appropriately.
Thus, ferrofluid can be a good alternative. The
magnetic force resulted from the external magnetic
field can drive the ferrfluidto the heat source, circulate
around it and facilitate the heat transfer process.
Numerical study of ferrofluid flow and heat
transfer has been growing rapidly in the recent years.
Ferrofluidthermomagnetic convection in which
ferrofluid is confined in an enclosure and is subjected
to a magnetic field has been considered in numerical
and experimental studies with a variety of geometries
and thermal boundary conditions [5-8].
A group of studies have also concentrated on
forced convection heat transfer problem [9-13].
Ganguly et al. [11] numerically studied twodimensional forced convection heat transfer of a hot
ferrofluid flowing through a channel with a cold
wall under the influence of a line-source dipole. It
was shown that the local vortex resulted from the
magnetic field alters the advection energy transport
and enhances heat transfer. Strek and Jopek [12]
studied the two-dimensional and time dependent
heat transfer of a ferrofluid in a channel with
isothermal walls under the influence of amagnet
dipole located below the channel. They showed that
an imposed thermal gradient produces a spatial
variation in the magnetization through the
temperature - dependent magnetic susceptibility for
ferrofluids and therefore renders the Kelvin body
force non-uniform spatially. Xuan et al. [13]
calculated flow and temperature distribution of a
ferrofluid in a micro-channel with adiabatic and
isothermal walls using lattice-Boltzmann method. In
their work, the magnetic force was considered a
constant and it was shown that heat transfer
augmentation depends on the magnitude and
direction of the magnetic force. Aminfar et al. [9]
studied the forced convection of ferrofluid in a duct
under the influence of a transverse non-uniform
magnetic field which is generated by an electric
current going through a wire parallel tothe duct. They
reported a considerable enhancement of average heat
transfer coefficient in their studied case.
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Goharkhah and Ashjaee [14] and Ghasemian et
al. [15] investigated the influence of alternating
magnetic field on the convective heat transfer
ferrofluid and showed that the intensity and
frequency of the external magnetic field has a
significant effect on heat transfer. Sheikhnejad et al.
[16] studied different magnetic field distributions on
laminar ferroconvection heat transfer in horizontal
tube. They showed that the magnetic field causes an
increase in both pressure loss and heat transfer. The
magnetic field with low gradient and high intensity
was shown to be the best choice for both saving
energy and heat transfer enhancement. Sheikhnejad et
al. [17] also carried out a three -dimensional
numerical analysis of ferrofluid flow through a
horizontal tube under the influence of two fixed
parallel magnet bars.
Additionally, several numerical studies have
concentrated on biomagnetic fluid dynamics (BFD)
considering blood as a magnetic fluid [18-20].
Despite several numerical studies, the mechanism of
ferrofluid heat transfer is not still clearly investigated.
Moreover, any study concerning the effect of magnetic
field location on heat transfer and the optimization
problem hasnot been reported previously.
In the current study, forced convection heat
transfer of ferrofluid in a heated channel under an
external non-uniform magnetic field is studied
numerically. The effect of magnetic field location on
the heat transfer rate has been investigated for two
common boundary conditions of constant temperature
and constant heat flux. Furthermore, the optimum
locations of multiple magnetic eldsourcesand heat
transfer enhancement have been calculated using
genetic algorithm.

Problem Description
Ferrofluid flows through a two-dimensional channel
with an insulated top and a heated bottom surface.
The channel height and length are W= 2mm and
L=20mm,
respectively.A
non-uniform
twodimensional magnetic field is created by a magnetic
dipole. In the first part, the location of the dipole
has been assumed to vary in the horizontal and
vertical directions beneath the heated surface as
shown in Fig. 1(a). Simulations have been carried
out for two common boundary conditions of
isothermal and constant heat flux. The cooling
performance of the system has been evaluated for
both cases separately. The effect of multiple
magnetic field sources on the convective heat
transfer has been investigated in the second part as
shown in Fig. 1(b). Moreover, using genetic
algorithm, the optimum arrangement of the dipoles
have been obtained in order to achieve the
maximum heat transfer rate.
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Fluid Flow and Heat Transfer Equations
The governing equations for conservation of mass,
momentum in x, y directions (Navier-Stockes
equations) and energy are given by equations 12-15,
respectively.
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Fig. 1. Schematic of the studied problems
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Governing Equations

where,
from:

Magnetic Body Force
Gauss’s law for the magnetic flux density is:

(3)
∇×H=0
The magnetic field can be obtained from [4]:
(4)
H = −∇ V
where, V is the scalar magnetic potential. For a
line dipole, it can be expressed as follows[11].
V (x, y) =

(

(

)

)

(5)

Where
represents the strength of the magnetic
field and X and Y are the locations of a single line
dipole. Then, H is obtained in polar coordinates as
H(r, ϕ) =

(cos(2ϕ) ı + sin(2ϕ) ȷ)

(6)

(x − X) + (y − Y)

(7)

The magnetic field and magnetization vector are
related as follows.
(9)
M=χ H
The variation of the total magnetic susceptibility,
χ as a function of temperature is rewritten as[11]:
χ = χ (T) =
(10)
(

)

where, χ is the susceptibility at a reference
temperature.
The corresponding Kelvin body force per volume
for a ferrofluid is defined as [4, 11]:
(11)
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The foregoing equations are non-dimensionalized
using the following parameters:
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Using Eq.17-21, Eq.12-15 can be rewritten as:
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ϕ = tan

F = M. ∇B

+2

∗

Where r and ϕare defined as:
r=

is the viscous dissipation and is calculated

=2

(1)
B=μ M+H
where, H and M are magnetic field and
magnetization, respectively.
Ampere’s law with zero current density
assumptionis also stated as:
(2)
∇. B = 0

(15)
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It should be noted that effective values for the
properties of ferrofluid are used in the above
equations.
Finally, Nusselt number is defined as:

=

∗⁄
∗

∗

(26)

Where ∗ is the mean temperature that can be
calculated for a fluid with constant properties using
Eq. 27.
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Table
1. Ferroffluid properties

(27)

,

where, A is thee cross-sectioon of the chhannel
perpendiccular to the chhannel plane.

Numeerical Soluttion
Ferrofluidd enters the channel
c
with a uniform veelocity
and tempperature and the flow is considered
c
laminar
and fully developed att the exit. Thee thermal propperties
of the fluid
fl
are assuumed to be constant, and the
buoyancyy effects are negligible compared
c
witth the
forced coonvection and hydromagnettic effects. It is
i also
assumed that the fluid is non-conduccting.
The set of two-diimensional gooverning equaations
are solveed using finitte volume method.
m
The solver
s
specifications for thee discretizatioon of the doomain
involve the
t presto, seecond-order upwind,
u
first--order
upwind and
a
second-oorder for pressure, momenntum,
and eneergy, respecctively. Furtthermore, no-slip
conditionn is applied foor both bottom
m and top surffaces.
A structured
s
non-uniform grid is useed to
discretizee the compputational doomain. The grid
points arre clustered near
n
the channel walls and in
the entrrance regionn where thhe velocity and
temperatuure gradientts are large. The effects of
different grid sizes onn theNusselt number alonng the
channel are studied. Fig. 2 show
ws the variatioon of
the Nussselt number on
o the bottom
m surface obttained
from diffferent grid sizzes.

Property

Value
1
1180

⁄

Property

Value
0.0
06

⁄
4
4000

0.0
01 .

1
10

6 × 10
5.6

5
5.5

0.7
7273

1

In order too demonstratee the validity and precisionn
of the numerical proceduree, a comparisson has beenn
madewith
m
the previously
p
pubblished work in the field off
feerrohydrodynaamics. Fig. 3 indicates thee variation off
Nusselt
N
numbeer in a channeel surface for two differentt
values of maagnetic field strength,
= 0.19 and
d
= 0.58 Am..

Fig. 3.. Validation of tthe numericalreesults

As shownn, the code hhas predicted the magneticc
fiield effect apppropriately.
In order too illustrate thee features of ferrofluid
f
flow
w
un
nder the influuence of a magneticdipo
ole, a primaryy
siimulation is car
arried out with ttwo dipolesplaaced at ∗ = 4
beneath the botttom surface aand ∗ = 6 above the topp
su
urface. The strreamlines and ccontours of no
on-dimensionall
x-velocity and teemperature areeplotted in Fig. 4.
Fig. 2. Grrid independenccy test

As shown,
s
the lasst two grid sysstems lead toaalmost
the same results. Thuss, the grid off 300× 50 (x, y) is
used in thhe simulationss.

Resultss and Discu
usion
A water--based ferroflluid with inleet temperaturee and
Reynoldss number of 300 Kand 10, respectiveely is
considereed in the simulations. The ferrofluid
fe
propperties
are summ
marized in Tabble 1.

Fig. 4. Stream
mlines and contours of non-dim
mensional xvelocityy and temperatuure for the samp
ple case
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As shown, the magnetic field of the bottom dipole
has resulted in production of a local vortex near the
heated surface. This is due to the temperature dependence
of the magnetic susceptibility and resultant nonsymmetrical magnetic body forces [3]. The vortices have
great influence on the thermal boundary layer thickness.
Thickening of the thermal boundary layer is observed in
locations where direction of the flow in the vortex is
along the direction of the mean flow. By contrast, thermal
boundary layer shrinks in locations where the mean flow
is in the opposite direction of the flow in vortex region.
These two phenomena result in the decrease and increase
of heat transfer rate, respectively. However, the second
effect is dominant and heat transfer is expected to
increase due to the magnetic field.
It should be also noted that, since a portion of the
channel is blocked by the created vortex, the fluid reaches
higher velocities above the vortex due to the continuity.
This is clearly shown in x-velocity contours of Fig. 4.
Another interesting point is the difference between
effects of two dipoles on the flow and temperature fields
despite having the same magnetic field strength. In
contrast with the bottom dipole, the dipole that is located
above the top surface at ∗ = 6 has less effect on
streamlines and it has not led to formation of any vortex.
This behavior can be attributed to the lower temperature
gradient near the top dipole.
In order to quantify the foregoing discussion, Nusselt
number for the sample case is calculated from Eq. 24 and is
compared with the case with no magnetic field in Fig. 5.
A considerable decrease in the local Nusselt number
on the left of the bottom dipole is observed which is the
result of thickening of thermal boundary layer. However,
the Nusselt number increases right after the center of the
vortex. Although the second dipole hasnot resulted in
formation of another vortex, it has affected the flow field
and the heat transfer rate. The second drop and rise in the
Nusselt number in Fig. 3 is due to the manipulation of the
fluid flow by the second line dipole at ∗ = 6. As
discussed earlier, the second dipole has less impact on the
ferrofluid since it is located above the adiabatic surface
where the temperature gradient is not as great as the
isothermal bottom surface.

Fig. 5. Variation of Nusselt number on the bottom surface for
the sample case compared with the case with no magnetic field
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It is observed in Figs. 4 and 5 that a single
magnetic field leads to thickening and shrinkage of the
thermal boundary layer which have negative and
positive effects on the heat transfer enhancement,
respectively. Therfore, location of the magnetic field
source and thermal boundary layer thickness at that
point determine which effect dominates. Moreover,
interaction of multiple magnetic fields can lead to
different temperature fields and heat transfer rates.

Single Magnetic Field Source
In order to investigate the effect of position of the
magnetic field source on the heat transfer from the
heated surface, location of the magnetic line dipole is
varied in the grid of 0.004m ≤ x ≤ 0.016m and
−0.0020m ≤ y ≤ −0.0010m below the heated
surface with a 0.0001m increment. The magnetic
moment of the dipole is 0.07Am. Numerical simulations
have been carried out for isothermal and constant heat
flux boundary conditions, separately.

Isothermal Boundary Condition
The temperature of the heated surface is kept constant
at 380K. Variation of the local Nusselt number for
different horizontal and vertical locations of the line
dipole has been calculated and compared with the case
of no magnetic field in Figs. 6(a) and (b).
It is observed in Fig.6(a) that the maximum
value of the Nu decreases with the distance of line
dipole from the channel entrance. This can be
justified considering the fact that the thermal
boundary layer grows with x. In other words, the
effect of magnetic field in shrinking the boundary
layer and drawing the cold fluid to the hot wall is less
pronounced for larger boundary layer thicknesses.
Moreover, Nu decays as the vertical distance from
the heated plate increases, as shown in Fig.6(b).
In order to find the optimum magnetic dipole
location, the total heat transfer rate hasbeen calculated
by integrating the heat flux over the specified length
for all simulated cases. Variation of the total heat
transfer from the heated bottom surface with respect to
x and y coordinates is shown in Fig. 7.
The total heat transfer rate for the case of no
magnetic field is calculated as 739.14 W. Thus, it can
be concluded from Fig.7 that magnetic field does not
necessarily lead to convection heat transfer
enhancement since for some points, the calculated
value is less than 739.14 W. From the distribution of
the total heat transfer rate, the optimumlocation of the
line dipole isfound to be (x, y) = (0.0053, -0.001). At
this point, the heat transfer rate equals to 1099.72
W.Therefore, 49% enhancement in heat transfer rate
can be achieved by placing the dipole at this point.
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th
he bottom suurface is show
wn in Figs. 8(a) and (b),,
reespectively.

(a)

(a)

(b)
Fig. 6. (a)Variation
(
of local Nusselt nuumber for diffeerent
horizzontal positionss of the dipole at
a Y=-0.0010 m,
m
(b)Variaation of local Nuusselt number for
f different verrtical
positions off the dipole at X=0.010
X

Fig. 7. Variation
V
of the total heat transsfer from the heeated
bottoom surface withh respect to x annd y coordinates

Constan
nt Heat Fluxx Boundary Condition
The abovve procedure has
h been repeaated for findinng the
optimum dipole locaation when the
t
lower wall is
exposed to
t a constant heat
h flux of 500000 W/m .
The effect of horiizontal and veertical displaceement
of the linne dipole on the temperatuure distributioon on

(b)
Fig.
F 8. (a)Tempperature distribuution on the con
nstant heat flux
su
urface for diffeerent horizontal positions of thee dipole at Y=0.0010, (b) Teemperature distrribution on the constant heat
flux surface forr different vertiical positions off the dipole at
X=0.010

For the coonstant heat flux boundary condition,
c
thee
main
m
goal off the coolingg system is to
t lower thee
teemperature off the heated suurface as much as possible..
Therefore,
T
the mean temperrature of the heated
h
surfacee
caan be a measuure of system efficiency. Vaalues of meann
teemperature onn the heated suurface have beeen calculatedd
fo
or all magnetiic dipole locattions and resu
ults are shownn
in
n Fig. 9.
Without a magnetic fielld, the mean temperature
t
iss
caalculated as 3449.39K. It is shhown in Fig. 9 that for somee
lo
ocations,magneetic field hhas increased
d the meann
teemperature. Thherefore, placcing a line dipole in suchh
lo
ocations does not
n lead to a better cooling of the heatedd
su
urface. On the other hand, foor most of the locations nearr
th
he heated surrface, the heaat transfer en
nhancement iss
acchieved.The optimum
o
sourcce location iss found to bee
(x
x,y)=(0.0032,-00.0005).
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As sho
own, the optim
mization proccess is converged after
27 gen
nerations. The optimum locaations of the dipoles
d
are
found to be X ∗ = 4, X ∗ = 4.8, X ∗ = 5.2 and X ∗ = 5.8
beneath
h the bottoom surface and X ∗ = 4.4, X ∗ =
∗
4.5, X = 4.7 and X ∗ = 4.8 abovee the top surfaace.
Stream
mlines and coontours of non-dimensionaal velocity
and tem
mperature forr the optimal solution are plotted in
Fig. 11
1.

Fig. 9. Variiation of the meean temperaturee on the heated
bottom surface
s
with respect to x and y coordinates

Ferro Fluid
d Heat Tran
nsfer Optimiization Usin
ng
Genetic Alggorithm
In the seconnd part, usingg genetic algoorithm (GA) an
optimum arraangement for multiple maggnetic dipoles is
found in ordder to achievee the maximum
m enhancemeent
in heat transffer from the channel
c
bottom
m surface. Foour
line dipoles are placed above
a
the topp and four linne
dipoles beneaath the bottom
m surface.
As desccribed previouusly, magneticc field has tw
wo
opposite effeccts on the therrmal boundaryy layer which are
a
thickening annd reformationn of thermal booundary layer by
b
disturbing it. The main ideea behind optiimization of the
t
distribution of
o line dipoless is to find thee total magnettic
field that leaads to the minimum
m
drop in the Nusselt
number, i.e. decreasing thhe negative efffect due to the
t
presence of liine dipoles whhile maximizinng the benefits of
using the linee dipoles.
The aveerage Nusselt number
n
for thee bottom surfaace
is chosen ass the fitness function. Thhe Convergennce
history of thee optimization is
i plotted in Fiig. 10.

Fig. 10. Convergence historyy of the genetic algorithm for thhe
average Nuusselt number

Fig
g. 11. Streamlinnes and contourrs of non-dimen
nsional xvelocity and teemperature for the optimal solu
ution

The magneticc field createed by the lin
ne dipoles
resullts in the creattion of three vvortices as in
ndicated in
Fig. 11. The first vortex which is the largestt, partially
block
ks the path off incoming fluuid. Hence, th
he velocity
of th
he incompresssible fluid tthat passes above
a
the
vorteex increases dramatically.
d
T
Then, the fast streaming
fluid is directed too pass along the hot bottom surface
due to
t the body foorce that is im
mposed on ferrrofluid by
the magnetic
m
fieldd. The small vortex abovee the fluid
that is
i directed to the bottom suurface keeps the crosssectio
on of the passsing fluid smaall and velocitty remains
high,, as a result. The manipullation of the flow field
direcctly affects the thermal bouundary layer above the
botto
om surface ass illustrated inn Fig. 11. It is clearly
show
wn that thermaal boundary laayer in right side
s
of the
main
n vortex is reformed and rremained thin
n until the
high velocity ferrrofluid is detaached from th
he bottom
surfaace. Also, it shhould be noteed that the deaad zone in
left of
o the main voortex center rresults in the growth of
therm
mal boundary layer which w
would lead to poor heat
transfer rate at thatt location.
In order to show the effect of thee applied
magn
netic field onn the heat traansfer rate, th
he Nusselt
numb
ber for the optimal
o
case and the casee with no
magn
netic field are plotted in Figg. 12.
As explainedd earlier, thee sudden dro
op in the
Nussselt number iss due to the tthick thermal boundary
layerr where the direction of vellocity of the flow
fl
in the
main
n vortex is in opposite direection of the main
m
fluid
flow.. However, this
t
is almost the only regiion where
the Nusselt
N
numbeer of the optim
mal case is lesss than the
Nussselt number of the originnal flow. In all other
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regions, the distribution of the magnetic field is such
that the negative effect of using line dipoles
(thickening of thermal boundary layer in the dead
zones) is overcome and the thermal boundary layer is
kept thin for a long distance. As a result, the average
Nusselt number for the optimal magnetic field would
reach 7.4 which shows a 27.6% increase compared to
the original case with no magnetic field.
It is also possible to define the maximum bulk
temperature at the exit as the objective. Fig. 13
illustrates change of the non-dimensional mean
temperature for the optimal case compared with the
case with no magnetic field.

Fig. 12. The Nusselt number for the optimal case compared
with the case with no magnetic field along the channel

Fig. 13. Mean temperature for the optimal case compared
with the case with no magnetic field along the channel

In the absence of magnetic field, the bulk
temperature behaves linearly after the thermal entry
length as expected ofthe constant surface temperature
boundary condition. However, applying the magnetic

M. Goharkhah1, M. Esmaeili and M. Ashjaee

field by line dipoles disturbs the thermal boundary
layer. Again, after a drop in the left side of the main
vortex, the mean temperature is of the optimal design
is greater than the original case, which means that the
hot bottom surface has transfered more heat into the
fluid that passes over it.

Conclusion
The effect of the magnetic field source location on the
convective heat transfer of ferrofluid in a heated
channel is investigated for isothermal amd constant
heat flux boundary conditions.Results show that
placing a magnetic field in an arbitrary point near the
channel does not necessarily lead to convective heat
transfer enhancement. On the other hand, for some
locations, the augmentation of the heat transfer is
reflected in terms of increase in total heat transfer and
decrease inmean temperature of the heated surface for
isothermal and constant heat flux conditions,
respectively. It was also shown that in contrast to the
isothermal case, heat transfer does not always decrease
with the magnetic field distance from the heated
surface for constant heat flux condition. Next, using
genetic algorithm, an optimum arrangement has been
obtained for a set of eight magnetic field sources. It is
shown that the flow and temperature fields can be
manipulated by the application of multiple magnetic
field sources. It is shown that a maximum 27 percent
enhancement in Nusseltnumber can be achieved by
proper arrangement of a set of eight dipoles below the
studied channeland onthe top of it.
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